Kick Plays:
1. Fourth and 10 at the A-40. B23 catches the punt at the B-17 and carries the ball to the B-21 where he
fumbles. During the fumble B92 holds A46 at the B-18. A37 recovers the ball at the B-20 and returns it
across Team B’s goal line.
a. The penalty is enforced at the previous spot and the down replayed.
b. The touchdown counts and the holding penalty is carried over to the try or the kickoff.
c. The holding penalty is declined by rule and the touchdown counts.
d. The holding penalty is enforced at the spot of the foul and Team B retains possession.
COMMENTS: Only penalties for personal fouls carry over. The holding penalty is declined by rule

2. Try at the B-3. On the two-point attempt, Team A is flagged for an illegal shift. B12 recovers a fumble
and on the return B45 clips and A80 slugs an opponent. B12 continues across Team A’s goal line.
a. The score counts and no penalty yardage is assessed. A80 is ejected.
b. The score does not count, the down is replayed, and A80 is ejected.
c. The score does not count, the down is not replayed, the try is over, and A80 is ejected.
REFERENCES: 8-3-4-c COMMENTS: Since both teams fouled and Team B had not fouled before the
change of possession, the fouls cancel and the down is not repeated. The try is over.

3.

Kickoff at the A-30. B23 muffs the kick and it rolls into Team B’s end zone. B23 turns and follows the

ball into the end zone and bats it across the end line.
a. The result of the play is a safety.
b. Foul by B23—safety by penalty.
c. The ball is dead when it touches the ground in the end zone.
d. Touchback
REFERENCES: 9-4-1, 10-2-2 COMMENTS: The result of the play is a touchback, since the ball is in the end
zone via the kickoff. The penalty for B23’s foul is at the previous spot, so it does not produce a safety.

4. Fourth & 10 at the B-40. A22’s field goal attempt is blocked and does not cross the neutral zone. A22
recovers at the B-48 and completes a forward pass to A88, who is tackled at the B-15. During A88’s run,
slot back A42 blocks B52 below the waist with a 10-2 block directed toward Team B’s goal line at the B20.

a. Illegal forward pass by A22.
b. Legal play.
c. Illegal block below the waist by A42. Spot foul.
REFERENCES: 9-1-6-c
COMMENTS: There may be no blocking below the waist during a kick down.

5. Team A punts on fourth and seven at the B-45. While the kick is in the air, B66 clips at the B-30. Punt
receiver B22 catches the kick in his end zone and retreats across the end line.
a. First and 10 for Team B at the B-15.
b. First and 10 for Team B at the B-10.
c. The penalty results in a safety.
d. First and 10 for Team A at the B-30.
REFERENCES: 10-2-2, 10-2-3
COMMENTS: The foul is covered by postscrimmage kick (PSK) rules. The end of the kick is the B-20,
which is the basic spot. The foul is beyond the basic spot, so the penalty is enforced at the basic spot.

